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According to a tradition among the descendants of La Roche, a French  family 
established in the Franche-Comté, their ancestor Otho de la Roche obtained the 
Shroud as a prize when he joined the Fourth Crusade and he sent it to Ray sur 
Saône castle. He became Duke of Athens thanks to his actions during the sack of 
Constantinople in 1204. The Shroud was quietly inherited by the following family 
generations until it came to Jeanne de Vergy, Geoffroy de Charny's wife1. 
Another often mentioned variant is that the cloth was given to Otho's father, Ponce 
de la Roche, who gave it to the archbishop of Besançon, Amadeus de Tramelay, in 
1206. This clergyman deposited it in the cathedral of Saint Stephen. This version, 
apparently better documented, means it is impossible for the Shroud to have come 
into the Charny-Vergy family. Moreover, special mention should be made of the fire 
in the cathedral in 1349, in which either it would have been reduced to ashes or it 
would have disappeared without leaving any trace in the cathedral inventories. There 
are in fact certain contradictions in this documentation as even though Dunod refers 
to cartularies and manuscripts2 to illustrate the transfer from Otho to bishop 
Amadeus, he involves Otho's father Ponce in 1206. But we know from reliable 
sources3 that the father had died in 1203 even before the sacking of the Byzantine 
capital. 
The coming of the cloth from Constantinople into the hands of Otho seems to be the 
better-documented hypothesis. The letter of 1205 in the Chartularium Culisanense 
informs us about the exact whereabouts  of the "linen cloth our Lord Jesus Christ was 
wrapped in after his death and before his resurrection”4. It was in Athens, the duchy 
of Otho. Dunod de Charnage and an clergyman from Besançon5 mention a 
manuscript of El Escorial (Spain) in which Jerôme Turrita, a noble from Aragon, says 
that the crusader princes granted "the most beautiful of the relics that was in 
Constantinople" to Otho. These two documents support the possession of the relic by 
the Duke of Athens6. Unfortunately, the manuscript of El Escorial existed around 
16567 but nowadays, we only have second hand references and the manuscript is 
apparently lost. 
The majority of crusaders who obtained relics during the Crusades sent them to their 
local church. This was what wouuld have been expected of Otho in regard to the 
Shroud. After the 1205 letter, there is no more trace of the relic in the East. On the 
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other hand, as we have already said, there are documents that speak of their transfer 
to the Franche-Comté although with the incoherence of a dead man as the receiver. 
If the delivery by Otho to his father Ponce is untenable, then the most logical step is a 
transfer to Othonin, his elder son, the only child who remained in France. He resided 
at the castle of Ray sur Sâone where his descendants still conserve a wooden coffer 
that was reputedly used to keep the Shroud in France after its transfer by Ponce de 
Lyon. The current owner of the castle and of the coffer, Diane de Salverte, is a direct 
descendent of Otho de la Roche. The Shroud of Turin would fit in the coffer if it were 
folded in 96 layers. 
Genealogy is once again the argument to justify its arrival at Lirey. Othonin (Otho II) 
had three children. Isabel, the youngest, married Huges de Vergy8, the great-
grandfather of the first indisputable owner of the Shroud. 
The letter of 1205, the coffer at the castle of Ray, still to be dated, and the 
unavailable manuscript of El Escorial support this hypothesis. In the genealogy there 
is a key link to be confirmed: the marriage of Isabel de Ray with Huges de Vergy. But 
according to this version there is no fame for Geoffroy de Charny, as the Shroud 
would have become his property only as a dowry from his wife, which does not match 
easily either with the declaration of his granddaughter Marguerite nor with that of the 
priests of Lirey. 
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